LADYBUG NEWS
Educating and Caring For Your Children For More Than 3 5 Years

A Letter to Our Families About Cooking
Dear Families,
Cooking is an important part of our program. When children cook, they have opportunities to learn
about nutrition, to be creative, and to prepare their own healthy snacks. Cooking teaches a lot of academic skills, too. When children learn to follow picture recipe cards, they develop skills for reading
and writing. Measuring ingredients give them a lesson in math. Whipping egg whites and melting
cheese are lessons in science.
When children cook, we talk a lot about what they are doing and why. They are scientists, observing
what happens to flour when they add water to it and predicting how high we should fill a muffin tin so
the batter doesn’t overflow.
When we prepare the special foods of each family, your child learns to appreciate the cultures of everyone in our class. Perhaps you have some favorite family recipes that you would like to share with
us. Please give them to us at any time; we will love it if you come to Ladybug and introduce the class
to your child’s favorite foods.
Cooking is a very special part of our program. It is one of the few activities children get to do that is
also done by adults. In their dramatic play, children pretend to be grown-ups who make and serve
meals. They also read books and sing songs about food, but while cooking, children actually behave
as grown-ups.
What You Can Do at Home
Cooking is already a part of your home life, and involving your child does not have to be difficult. Including your child may take extra time, and there may be more of a mess than when you cook alone,
but there are many rewards. Your child will be learning literacy, math, and science skills by helping
you. In addition, cooking sets the start for lifelong healthy eating habits. When children help prepare
their meals, they tend to eat better.
Start your child on simple tasks like stirring batter, squeezing lemons, adding spices, or shaping meatballs. Discuss what you are doing together while cooking. Ask questions like these:
“What happened to the butter when we heated it?”
“How should we get the flour into this cup?”
“Did we get all the juice out of that lemon? Let’s push down on the lemon together and see what happens.”
The beauty of cooking with children is that they learn skills and have fun at the
same time that you are attending to a household task. What could be better than
that?

March 2019
Thank you for being part
of our Ladybug family.
Ladybug teachers are
pleased to create this
monthly newsletter for
you because you are important to us and we truly
appreciate you. Please
feel free to share this
newsletter with friends
and family.
Happy reading!

March 13th– 2 Hour
Early Release
Shakopee School
District
March 29th– No
School Shakopee
School District
April 1st– Ladybug’s
38th Birthday!

Mission
At Ladybug Child Care
Center, our mission is to
provide a joyful
learning experience for
your family that empowers your children to
reach their
educational and personal
potential while lovingly
nurturing their selfconfidence and selfesteem.

How Cooking Experiences Promote Development and Learning
Social-emotional
Children find pride in their ability to produce a snack that they and others can
enjoy. They develop independence from adults as they follow a recipe on their
own or work cooperatively with peers on a common task.
Physical

Chopping celery, squeezing a lemon, and spreading apple butter are actions
that strengthen children’s small-muscle control and eye-hand coordination. In
fact, children cannot cook without working on their physical development.
Language and Literacy
Cooking has its own terminology. Food names and basic cooking-related
words like ingredients, recipe, gadget, grate, knead, simmer, grease, and dice
may be additions to children’s vocabularies. Moreover, as children match pictures to the written words in recipes, they learn to read and follow recipes on
their own.
Cognitive
Cooking activities inspire children’s curiosity and thinking. They learn measurement concepts as they measure ingredients and fill a gallon pitcher with four
quarts of water. They develop problem-solving skills through experimentation
and observe cause and effect when they watch bread dough rise after yeast is
added to it. Cooking is also an outlet for creativity. Pretzel dough can be made
just as effectively into letters, numbers, or snakes, as well as its characteristic
looped shape.
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At Ladybug Child Care Center, we will prepare your child’s heart, mind, and body to ensure
their success as a life long learner.

Nursery

OUR LITTLE LUCKY CHARMS
I hope this winter has not been too harsh on anyone and everyone is managing to stay as healthy as
possible. Wishing the warmer weather is around the corner and that Spring will soon be in the air.
During March you will probably see a lot of green in the room since St. Patrick’s Day happens this
month . I thought I would write about how each of our “little lucky charms” are doing in the classroom. Each one brings their own uniqueness and personality to the room.
Felix, Ravi, and Lily all started crawling/moving around and going on adventures now with Brayden!
Leena is rolling all around our room on her own adventures, not far behind the crawlers!
Abby and Riley are clapping and starting to wave and give the best giggles!
Conley started solid foods and is eating everything in sight!

•
•

Reminder:
• Don’t forget to check Tadpoles daily for any communication from me!
Check your “little bugs” cubby for any papers and things that need to go home.

Is it time to review your child’s diet sheet? Are we ready to increase the amount of
the bottle? Ready to try any cereal and/or baby food or finger foods? We like to have
diet sheets reviewed every month so we know that the information is up to date.
“for the love of children” – Miss Amanda

Playroom
Happy St. Patrick’s Day!
The month of March will be full of St Patrick's Day art and fun. We will focus on the color green all month
and will talk about leprechauns, shamrocks and of course, a rainbow leading to a pot of gold!
Then the third week we will focus on a shamrock search. We will place shamrocks around the room
throughout the day and ask the kids to help us find them. When they bring them back to us we will celebrate by clapping our hands and giving high fives!
The last week of March we will focus on green animals. We will try to hop around the room like frogs and
crawl slow like a turtle!

I am also happy to announce
that I am now the Infant Department Lead Teacher! If
you ever have any questions
or concerns, please let me
know!

My Shamrock
Rhyme by Elizabeth McKinnon
I have a little
Shamrock.
It's green
As green can be.
Watch me as I

Making Books A Part of Your Baby’s Routine:

Count the leaves.

Set aside 5 to 10 minutes with the TV off for sharing books as part
of your regular routine. Regular bedtime routines started with babies help prevent future bedtime struggles. Teaching your baby
how to fall asleep alone by putting him in bed awake helps prevent
night wakings.

One, two,
Three.

12-14 Month Olds Can:
•
•

Choose a book to share.

Point to pictures they like in a book.

Imitate some animal sounds when they look at a picture of that
animal.

•

Imitate your reactions to the book you are enjoying together.

•

Pay attention to a book for a few minutes at a time.

•

What Parents Can Do:

Sung to: 'I'm a Little Teapot"
I'm a little leprechaun

Find a quiet, comfortable place for book sharing.

Dressed in green,

Name the pictures your child is pointing to or looking at.

The tiniest man

Help your child turn pages.

That you ever have seen.

Imitate the sounds your child makes while looking at a picture.
Then add a very short phrase, such as “‘Moo’, the cow says
‘moo’.”

If you ever catch me, so it's told,

•
•

•
•

I'm a Little Leprechaun

https://www.healthychildren.org/English/ages-stages/toddler/Pages/How-to-Share
-Books-with-Your-12-to-14-Month-Old.aspx

I'll give you my pot of gold!
For The Love of Children~ Miss Lindsay

Toddler A
SPRING IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER AND
LEARNING IS IN THE AIR !
Wow! Did February fly by?!?! We had so much fun last month learning about our bodies, our homes, and not to mention all the
Valentine’s Day fun! We explored painting with our hands and feet as well as looking for the color red all over the classroom.
We have three different themes for the month of March! First, we will have one week of “Spoons are for
Banging” where we will get to do all kinds of fun activities such as painting with spoons, digging in
playdough with spoons and even decorating a plate with food! Then we will have one week of “I Do It!”
where we will work sponges and cookie cutters to paint and we will even get to make squish bags with
hair gel and different colors! Then to end the month we will have two weeks of “Going Places” where we
will get to decorate a school bus, make handprint boats, paint a construction truck orange and glue
squares onto a wagon!
For The Love of Children ~ Miss Nicole

I Can Do It Myself
(Do actions as rhyme indicates)
Hat on head, just like this.
Pull it on, you see,
I can put my hat on
All by myself, just me.
One arm in, two arms in,
Buttons, one, two, three.
I can put my coat on

(Sung to Mulberry Bush)

This is the way we pull on our
shirts,
Pull on our shirts, pull on our
shirts.
This is the way we pull on our
shirts,
So early in the morning.

All by myself, just me.
Toes in first, heels push down,
Pull and pull, then see
I can put my boots on
All by myself, just me.
Fingers here, thumbs right here,
Hands as warm as can be.

March Goals

Song: Getting Dressed

This is the way we pull up our
pants,
Pull up our pants, pull up our
pants.
This is the way we pull up our
pants,
So early in the morning.

I can put my mittens on

(Continue singing with other variations)

All by myself, just me.

Math…
children will be introduced to
simple shapes-circle, square,
and triangle.

Language Art…
Children will learn to repeat
words such as please and
thank you. Children will also
learn to repeat songs and
words during group time.
Personal and Social Growth…
Children will learn to express
their feelings in an appropriate way and to assert their
independence. We will also
learn to clean up after playing.

Tidbits…
Please remember to label ALL of your child’s clothing and water bottle!
Also, we do go outside every day, weather permitting, so please make sure to bring appropriate
outside wear for your child!
If you bring a home lunch please make sure to include all food groups, proteins, grains, fruit
and veggies! We provide milk with meals.

Toddler B
Welcome Spring!
The Toddler B’s had a great time in February! They loved making Valentines, listening to stories about Valentine’s Day, and gluing conversation hearts onto their Valentine hearts. They also worked on identifying the color pink and the

March Goals
Math:
•

•

•

Identify the colors:
Red, yellow, orange,
green, black, brown,
white and pink.
Be able to sort by:
Color
Identify the shape:
Rectangle

Language Arts:
•

Be able to sit and listen to a story.

Music:
•

Engage in singing
games.

Personal and Social
Growth:
•

•

Practice using indoor
voice
Use appropriate manners:
*Excuse me and
apologizes.

heart shape. Their favorite activity was going on a “Heart Hunt” throughout the
room! Oh…and sharing Valentine’s with friends of course!
The themes for the month of March are: “Spoons are for Banging” and “I
Do It”. By the end of March, we will be able to identify the colors red, yellow, orange and green. We will also work on sorting objects by color and identifying a rectangle. In March we plan on making a fruit loop necklace, and painting with toy
cars and trucks to see the different tracks they make. We will also begin the theme
of “Eggs, Eggs, Eggs” at the end of March! We will talk and sing about Easter eggs,
make scrambled eggs, decorate egg art projects and more! It should be a great
month filled with lots of fun!
For The Love of Children ~ Miss Maggie

Shamrock Song:
One green shamrock, in the morning dew,
Another one sprouted,
and then there were two.
Two green shamrocks, growing beneath a
tree;
Another one sprouted,
and then there were three.
Three green shamrocks, by the cottage door;
Another one sprouted,
and then there were four.
Four green shamrocks, near a beehive
Another one sprouted,
and then there were five.
Five little shamrocks, bright and emerald
green,
Think of all the luck
these shamrocks will bring

Classroom Reminders
Potty training!!!!!!! Our goal is to start potty training
your Toddler once he/she is around 2 years old
(we’ll let you know when we plan on beginning the
process). I know, it sounds messy, and it is, but it
typically takes about 1-2 weeks of accidents before
your child will decide that potty training isn’t that
bad and it’s much more comfortable than wearing
wet underwear or diapers.
Potty Training Tips:

•

•

*Use appropriate
table manners.
Physical:
•

Be provided with ample opportunity for use
of large muscle skills.

•

Put your child in pants that do not require much
work to get on/off. Accidents can occur when a
child struggles with a zipper or button. Sweatpants can be great for the potty training period.
NO MORE DIAPERS! Have your child in underwear (with the exception of at night or during nap). Start with setting a timer for 30
minutes. When the timer goes off, have your
child sit on the potty (whether they need to go
or not). Allow time for your child to go. Let
them read a book, or sing songs while sitting to
help pass the time. Once your child has proven
he/she can go 30 minutes without accidents,
push the time back to 40 minutes, then 50
minutes, etc. The goal is to get your child to
the point where he/she will let you know when
they need to visit the potty.
Praise, praise, praise! Let your child know how
proud you are of them for taking such a big
step!

Proddlers
We have three themes for March. They are We All Live Together which we will talk about our immediate family, mom, dad, and siblings. People In My World is our second theme which we will talk about extended family including grandparents. We will have three
full weeks of People At Work. That is always a fun theme because we learn about jobs that people have, like a vet, garbage collector,
mailperson, police, fire, doctor, and dentist. We will have fun learning about those types of jobs and pretending to be them as well.

We All Live Together
Our individual families make up our own little world and when we put that all together with other families we start building
communities, towns, states, and countries! We will talk and learn about communities and family during this unit. Please bring
in pictures of your family so they are able to share who their family is! We will also need a family picture to put on a family
tree. Our friends love talking about their families!

People In My World
We know who our family is, but now we will learn about people in our world! We will talk about our friends at Ladybug as well
as our friends from home. Oh, we can’t forget our family pets! We will be doing many art projects and will work together to
make each other’s art project! Handprints and playing the memory game are definitely activities that we cannot do alone!

People At Work
From doctors to veterinarians, teachers to carpenters, and firefighters to postmen/women, I have specific days planned to
learn about certain occupations. If you are able to share what you do, I would love for you to come in and talk to our class. If
you are interested, please contact me.

What’s Going on in March?
Some fun art projects we will do are to make a handprint tree with our families names on it, a family collage, a
graph with who lives in our homes, and friendship chains. We will make a few headbands, a vet and a fireman
hat.
We will also do firefighter training. That will be an obstacle course around our room doing things that firefighters would do. We will also pretend to save a teddy bear from a fire. We will also be practicing stop, drop, and
roll a few times.
A few goals we will be working on are continue dressing our selves. We will practice getting dressed when we go
outside in our winter gear, and we will practice putting on our shoes, hats, and mittens during group. We will also
be caring for our belongings, hanging up our coat nice and on the correct hook. As always, we will work on putting toys away, and helping others put their toys away. It’s so nice of them.
During group, we will work on knowing our first and last names and our parent names. We will also work on ABC
patterns and the concept of full and empty. Another thing we will continue working on is using our words to explain ideas and feelings.

For The Love of Children ~ Miss Phone/Miss Stephanie

Goals and Concepts
Math
•
Children will
demonstrate an interest in
exploring with the concept
of measurement.
•
The children will be
able to demonstrate
knowledge of specialized
tools that are used to
measure length, weight,
volume, temperature, and
time.
•
The children will know
that an item used to
measure other items is
called a unit of measure.
Language Arts
•
The children will be
able to express ideas and
thoughts through writing
using scribbles and
drawing.
•
The children will be
able to identify their name
in print.
•
The children will begin
to print letters in lower and
upper case.
Music
•
The children will
respond to expressive
qualities of music
through movement.
Personal and Social
Growth
•
The children will be
able to transition smoothly
from one activity to the
next.
•
The children will be
able to recognize and
describe basic feeling
(5 years old).
Other
•
Control pencil and
scissors.
•
Practice holding a
pencil with the appropriate
grip.

Preschool
We had so much fun in February learning about Eric Carle, our bodies and how special
we are, and of course Valentine’s Day! We think the children would say that the
Valentine’s Day Party was the highlight of the month!
In March, we have the theme “People in My World”, similar to the theme “We all Live Together”
this theme talks about everyone in our family, from mommies and daddies to grandparents and
cousins. During circle time we will discuss the meaning of the word family and learn that all families are different as well as sing songs like “Grandparents”, “I’m Glad I Have A Family” and “Daddy
Is Special” and learn rhymes like “Love Your Friends” and “My Family”. We will play a dice game to
practice our math skills, draw a picture of our family and practice name tracing. A special activity during these two weeks is “Oral Language” where we go into deeper discussions like What is
friendship and What does it mean to be a friend, as well as learning some theme related American Sigh Language.
In the last two weeks of March, we have the theme “People at Work” where we talk
about all of the different people in our community like nurses, dentists, veterinarians, librarians
and teachers. We will read books about fire fighters, police men and doctors, sing songs like “To
The Hospital”, “Down An The Firehouse” and “Do You Know The Police Officer” and learn
rhymes like “Clean Teeth”, “What Will You Be” and “Cleared For Landing”. We will discuss what
the preschoolers would like to be when they grow up, play a game called Teacher May I and make
police offer hats and badges for art! For math we will review our address, practice dialing 9-1-1
and do cookie counting like bakers. This is such a fun theme to really celebrate all of the hard
workers all around us!

•

•
•

•

Just a reminder that we have Show and Tell day every Friday. Your child is allowed to
bring in ONE toy that they can show to the class. The item must be small enough to
fit in your child’s cubby.
If your child is not going to be at Ladybug, please call and let us know!
During our first two units, your child will be discussing families, friends, neighbors,
etc. I would like each child to bring in a few photos of their families/friends to share
with the class. Please put the photos in a reusable zip-lock bag. These will be returned to you after the themes are over.
We do go outside once or twice a day if the weather allows. Please make sure your
child has the appropriate gear here.

For The Love of Children ~ Miss Ashley

AdventureCentre
THE SCOOP
March AC Themes
Home Sweet Home-Week 1
During this week we will learn about homes. Homes that people live
in and animals too!

Wear O’ Green- Week 2
On Friday, March 15th we are going to have a “Green Day”. We will be
eating, drinking, and playing with green stuff! You may also wear
something green to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day!
Land Before Time-Week 3
All those dinosaurs that once roamed the earth, we get to go
back in time and explore those creatures.
Monkeys and Bananas- Week 4
This week will be spent learning about the rain forest and making some crafts based on the animals that live there. One of
the art projects is to make paper trees. We will also “cook”
monkey sandwiches! YUM!
Mark your calendars……….
March 13th– 2 hour Early Release
March 29th– No School Shakopee
Schools

For The Love of
Children
Miss Stephanie

